SO, WHERE'S THE CLUTCH?

ROLLING TO THE UNVEILING: Society of Automotive Engineers race team members at Florida Atlantic University take the slow route to the car’s unveiling Tuesday at the Boca Raton campus. Behind the wheel is team member Matthew Feldman; pushing the car are, from left, Fritz Van-Zwol and Jared Williamson and, behind the engine, Grant Browning. At right, FAU President Frank Brogan donned a race helmet for a moment behind the wheel. Students in the Formula SAE competition design and build the car that boasts a 4-cylinder motorcycle engine that can hit 80 mph in third gear. The car will be driven in the 2006 FSAE race to be held May 17 in Romeo, Mich.
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BOCA RATON — Florida Atlantic University President Frank Brogan sits in the cockpit of the FAU Society of Automotive Engineers race team's small formula-style race car Tuesday afternoon. The team will enter the 2006 Formula SAE Race May 17-21 at the Ford Proving Grounds in Romeo, Mich.